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Trodelvy is a first-in-class ADC 
composed of a humanized Trop-2 
IgG1 kappa antibody coupled to the 
topoisomerase inhibitor SN-38 through 
a proprietary hydrolysable linker

A phase I/II single-group basket trial 
(IMMU-132-01) provided the basis 
for approval; in a cohort of patients 
with metastatic triple negative breast 
cancer, ORR was 33% and PFS was 5.5 
months [ASCO GU 2019]

Significantly improved PFS versus 
chemotherapy (5.6 vs 1.7 months) 
in patients with metastatic triple 
negative breast cancer without brain 
metastases who were refractory 
or relapsing after at least two 
chemotherapies for metastatic disease 
or after one therapy for advanced 
disease who progressed within 12 
months of neoadjuvant therapy, 
according to the confirmatory phase 
III ASCENT study. Median OS was 11.8 
versus 6.9 months [ESMO 2020]

The PFS benefits were consistently 
observed across all subgroups in 
the same trial, including in those with 
more than three therapies (5.6 vs 2.5 
months), those with previous use of PD1 
or PD-L1 inhibitors (4.2 vs 1.5 months), 

those without triple negative breast 
cancer at diagnosis (5.7 vs 1.6 months) 
and those with liver metastases (4.2 vs 
1.5 months) [ESMO 2020]

Granted accelerated approval in 
metastatic urothelial cancer in April 
2021; ORR was 29% in cisplatin-
eligible patients who were relapsed or 
refractory to an immune checkpoint 
inhibitor and platinum chemotherapy, 
according to the phase II TROPHY-U-01 
trial, with a median duration of 
response of 5.9 months. PFS was 5.4 
months [ESMO 2019]

In cisplatin-ineligible patients in the 
same trial, ORR was 29% and PFS was 
5.5 months [ASCO 2020]

Also in development in non-small 
cell lung cancer; response rate was 
19% according to phase II data, with 
a median duration of response of 8 
months. PFS was 5 months
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The drug is currently only indicated 
in triple negative breast cancer for 
patients with metastatic disease 
who have received two or more prior 
therapies, at least one of them for 
metastatic disease, and in urothelial 
cancer in patients with locally 
advanced or metastatic disease who 
have previously received a platinum-
containing chemotherapy and a PD1 or 
PD-L1 inhibitor

The label contains a black box warning 
for serious and life-threatening 
neutropenia and severe diarrhea; 
blood cell counts must be monitored 
and G-CSF considered for secondary 
prophylaxis, and atropine should be 
administered for early diarrhea of any 
severity 

Hypersensitivity and infusion reactions 
can occur, and patients should be 
monitored during the infusion period 
and for at least 30 mins afterwards

Patients who are homozygous for the 
UGT1A1*28 allele are at increased risk 
for neutropenia, febrile neutropenia 
and anemia

Can cause embryofetal harm; patients 
of childbearing potential should use 
effective contraception

Premedication for prevention of 
infusion reactions and prevention of 
chemotherapy-induced nausea and 
vomiting is recommended

The most common adverse events 
are neutropenia, nausea, diarrhea, 
fatigue, alopecia, anemia, vomiting, 
constipation, decreased appetite, rash 
and abdominal pain

Concomitant use with UGT1A1 inhibitors 
should be avoided

Dosed by 3-h iv infusion, on a 2 weeks 
on 1 week off schedule 

Breast cancer is the world’s most 
prevalent cancer, with 2.3 million 
patients diagnosed in 2020 and over 
7 million patients alive who were 
diagnosed in the past 5 years [WHO 
data]

Trop2 is an attractive therapeutic 
target for ADCs due to its high 
expression on the surface of malignant 
cells relative to normal cells and its 
internalization upon ligand binding

Effective treatment options are 
extremely limited for metastatic triple 
negative breast cancer, and the strong 
data in this setting suggest the drug will 
be quickly integrated into standard of 
care and transform the treatment of 
triple negative breast cancer

Approval in earlier-stage triple negative 
breast cancer; the phase III NeoSTAR 

trial is ongoing evaluating the drug as 
neoadjuvant therapy in early disease

Approval in other breast cancer 
settings, including third-line HER2-
negative HR-positive breast cancer 
(Tropics-02); success in this setting 
would be material for the drug’s outlook

The ongoing MORPHEUS study 
in combination with Tecentriq in 
metastatic urothelial cancer would 
drive growth in this setting if positive, 
given the rapid adoption of checkpoint 
inhibitors into the treatment paradigm 
in bladder cancer

Approval in other tumor types, including 
NSCLC; high Trop2 expression has been 
observed in up to two thirds of NSCLC

Weaknesses

Opportunities



Only 10 to 15% of breast cancers are 
triple negative

The checkpoint inhibitor Tecentriq was 
approved for first-line triple negative 
breast cancer in March 2019, with 
Keytruda following in November 2020; 
up to 40% of triple negative breast 
cancer patients are PDL1-positive 
and new treatment options early in 
the treatment paradigm will prevent 
patients progressing to Trodelvy’s 
labelled indication

Potential direct competition from 
Daiichi Sankyo’s ADC datopatamub 
deruxtecan, which also targets Trop2 
and has shown impressive data in triple 
negative breast cancer, with a 43% 
response rate according to early-stage 
data

Seagen’s ladiratuzumab vedotin, an 
ADC targeting LIV1A, a zinc transporter 
transmembrane protein which harbors 
protease activity and which has shown 
encouraging data in an ongoing phase 
I study in metastatic breast cancer 
including triple negative breast cancer

The ADC Padcev, which was approved 
in December 2019 for previously 
treated metastatic urothelial cancer; 
the drug was the first to show improved 
survival in the post-platinum/post 

checkpoint inhibitor setting and which is 
a strong addition to treatment options

Many patients with advanced 
urothelial cancer are well-served by 
monotherapy chemotherapies, notably 
cisplatin; the approval of checkpoint 
inhibitors in bladder cancer is also 
having a big impact on the market 
with anti-PD1/L1 chemotherapy 
combinations poised to become 
standard of care in advanced urothelial 
cancer

Daichi Sankyo/AstraZeneca’s DS-1062, 
a humanized anti-TROP2 monoclonal 
antibody attached to a topoisomerase 
I inhibitor payload by a tetrapeptide-
based linker, has posted competitive 
data in NSCLC 

Threats
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